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PPCS ModCube - DIY Case
Hardware Aluminum Cube

$2.29 As low as

$1.99

Product Images

Short Description

The PPCS ModCube is a simple little product that can actually make some very complex projects! These
12mm solid aluminum cubes are CNC milled to perfection and are surrounded on all 6 sides by M3 screw
holes. What are ModCubes you ask? Well they are the essential component to contructing your own scratch
build chassis. Using these cubes and sheets of acrylic in any thickness, you can screw together panels to the
cubes and create elaborate PC casings. Think of these little gems as a big boys erector set! Honestly, yhere is
unlimited uses for these tiny cubes and when you design your scratch build properly, you cannot imagine
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how stiff and solid all this holds together.

These cubes are sold by the piece One (1) Cube along with the option to add as many M3 screws as you find
necessary to put together that dream case project. We offer M3 screws with hex heads in 3 of the most
common lengths of screws used with 12mm ModCubes which are 8mm, 10mm and 12mm. You will want to
match your screws to your acrylic marterial thickness using 8mm screws for 1/8" (3mm), 3/16" (4mm) and
1/4" (6mm) as a suggestion.

So sketch up that new Scratch Build idea of your and plan out how many PPCS ModCubes will make your
dream a reality!

Description

The PPCS ModCube is a simple little product that can actually make some very complex projects! These
12mm solid aluminum cubes are CNC milled to perfection and are surrounded on all 6 sides by M3 screw
holes. What are ModCubes you ask? Well they are the essential component to contructing your own scratch
build chassis. Using these cubes and sheets of acrylic in any thickness, you can screw together panels to the
cubes and create elaborate PC casings. Think of these little gems as a big boys erector set! Honestly, yhere is
unlimited uses for these tiny cubes and when you design your scratch build properly, you cannot imagine
how stiff and solid all this holds together.

These cubes are sold by the piece One (1) Cube along with the option to add as many M3 screws as you find
necessary to put together that dream case project. We offer M3 screws with hex heads in 3 of the most
common lengths of screws used with 12mm ModCubes which are 8mm, 10mm and 12mm. You will want to
match your screws to your acrylic marterial thickness using 8mm screws for 1/8" (3mm), 3/16" (4mm) and
1/4" (6mm) as a suggestion.

So sketch up that new Scratch Build idea of your and plan out how many PPCS ModCubes will make your
dream a reality!

Specifications

Specifications:

Cube dimensions: 12mm x 12m x 12mm
Screw holes: M3
Material: Aluminum
Treatment: High quality CNC milled part
Finish: Polished
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Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-MODCUBE-10

Weight 0.1000

Color Silver

Case Accessory Type Case Materials


